REVIVE TRIBE APPRENTICESHIP PROGRAM

Frequently Asked Questions:
How long has the program been in existence?
Revive has been in business since 2006 and we decided to launch the apprenticeship program
in 2015 when we saw a huge need for mentoring in our industry.

How many have gone through the program?

Several individuals have gone through our program and the dedicated artists stick, we don't
keep everyone that goes through the program, only the ones that show promise and passion
for their work and their workplace.

Briefly, what are the skills/certifications the applicant will learn/receive?

Salon / Spa programs will help form a solid foundational base. We teach tribal members
the key elements in creating consistency through their appointments so that they can build a
solid business!

What happens after the program?
After the program is completed you will continue to learn and advance skills!

Does the program cost anything? Is it paid?

The program is a unique hybrid design that allows the apprentice to learn and earn! We hold
one non paid theory day each week that is designed to give the apprentice hands-on
training. The apprentice will also receive one other day during the week that is designed for them
to fill with their personal models. This program is designed to allow the apprentice to start
earning commission from the models that they're required to see in order to check off for technical
so that they can be released and able to do clients booked by the salon!

Any requirements to apply (education, etc.)?

Must be actively pursuing or already have obtained a state license, must carry an individual
insurance policy before serving models or guests at Revive.

What happens after it is completed?
After all model / technical requirements have been met the team member will be added to the
Revive productivity schedule and will keep having days added to earn more work time based
on how well they produce during their scheduled days.

How does one apply?

It is our goal to create a faith based, positive, NO DRAMA work environment.
Email your resume to revivesalonspa.operations@gmail.com and call to schedule an
interview.

